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Website Attack Early Warning System

GRED WebCheck JCB Co., Ltd.

Introduction of website anti-tampering measures to bolster safety of customers
accessing own website
The industry s major credit card company, JCB Co., Ltd.
(hereinafter referred to as JCB ) introduced SecureBrain s GRED
WebCheck, which is a security service to quickly identify and
respond to website tampering damage, in January 2010 so as to
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enhance security for any customers visiting their corporate
website by quickly ﬁnding and handling such attacks ‒ as they are
considered diﬃcult to completely prevent ‒ against a backdrop of
increased reports of damage from website tampering.
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access. subscriptions for credit
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most convenience, and has also
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measures so that customers can
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Recognition of need for new
solutions triggered by
Gumblar
JCB had to consider future
measures in response to
website tampering.
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was conﬁrmed that GRED

actually started, we were relieved

commented,

When the service

We heard about

WebCheck had no problem at all,

that there was no tampering as a

Gumblar within the last year

and service was started

result of the checks performed

while hearing about tampering

immediately.

based on SecureBrain s original

cases that aﬄicted other
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analysis algorithm, and there

websites, and we

using a SaaS-type service for the
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technologies keep advancing
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SaaS-type product, because the
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that detection is just as
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necessary as prevention.
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to process.
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Mr. Takada also mentioned some

SaaS model, and to date,

other points regarding its

operation has been utterly

adoption:

hassle-free.

SaaS-type solution and engine
that warrant expectations of
high quality prove decisive
The number of news reports
detailing damage inﬂicted by the
Gumblar malware had been
increasing day by day at the
start of 2010, and JCB quickly
held discussions about speciﬁc
measures and the introduction of
solutions. JCB also received
proposals for other vendor s
products, but deemed them
impractical when considering the
impact on the system and

We already had a

operational side.

sense of reliability regarding

This system can be described as

SecureBrain following the

very comfortable to use.

introduction of PhishWall, and

JCB focuses on the latest threat

heard about their stance of

trends so as to further improve

accumulating knowhow by

their security to ensure that

providing free security services,

customers can visit their

so had high hopes concerning

corporate website safely and

the engine, since it was

reliably at any time.

developed based on such

At the end of the interview, he

knowledge.

added some comments about
SecureBrain, the developer of

Swift introduction ‒
Hassle-free system proves
attractive

cost-related issues.

It only took about two weeks

The SaaS-type GRED WebCheck

from ﬁrst considerations to

was se lect e d a s t h e p ri ma ry

starting the service.

candidate since it did not impose

Two weeks is much shorter than

any additional load on the

other security products we ve

system.

used ‒ possibly because this is a

Subsequently, tests were

SaaS product,

GRED WebCheck, as follows:
We consider SecureBrain to be
leaders in the security ﬁeld, and
they have accumulated
information unique to
SecureBrain. We are happy to
further bolster JCB s security by
holding periodic discussions with
SecureBrain.

he stated.

About SecureBrain
https://www.securebrain.co.jp/eng

He added that

Based in Tokyo, Japan, SecureBrain
Corporation develop and provide IT
security specializing in cyber security
for web service providers and enterprises.

